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Products

Liaison® Majestic
Medical Insurance for Persons Traveling Outside of their Home Country or 
Country of Residence.

Underwriter The Insurance Company of the State of 
Pennsylvania, a member company of Chartis 
Insurance.
AM Best Rating A “Excellent”

Certificate Prefixes 5VLM11

Eligibility For individuals and families (including unmarried 
dependent child(ren) over 14 days and under 19 years of age) while traveling outside of their 
Home Country.

Period of Coverage The minimum Period of Coverage under the Liaison 
Majestic is five (5) days, maximum is twelve (12) months. 

Medical Limits $60,000; $125,000; $600,000; $1,000,000. (ages 80+ maximum limited to $20,000)

Deductibles Options of $0, $100, $250, $500, $1000, or $2500 Deductible is per person per Policy period, 
maximum of 3 Policy period deductibles per family. The selected Deductible and Coinsurance 
amount must be met for each 12-month Policy period.

Coinsurance Inside the United States and Canada: After you pay the deductible, the program pays 80% of 
the next $5,000 of eligible expenses, then 100% to the selected Medical Maximum.
Outside the United States and Canada: After you pay the deductible, the program pays 100% 
to the selected Medical Maximum.

Hospital Indemnity $150 per night for those traveling outside the US and Canada.

Renewability Yes. The plan is renewable for up to 3 years. (ages 65+ limited to I year)

Pre-existing Conditions 3 Year pre-existing condition look back exclusion prior to the effective date. For those traveling 
outside the United States and Canada, 1 Year pre-existing condition look back exclusion applies. 

AD&D $25,000 Principal Sum for Primary Insurance and Insured Spouse. $5,000 for Dependent 
Child(ren). 

Pre-ex Waiver Benefit For U.S. citizens traveling outside the United States and Canada, the waiver of pre-existing 
conditions will match the insured’s medical maximum provided there is a primary health plan 
in place. If there is not a primary health plan in place, the waiver limit is up to $20,000 (ages 65+ 
limited to $2,500). 

Small pre-existing condition waiver available for foreign citizens traveling to the U.S. 

Additional Info Emergency Evacuation, Emergency Reunion, Repatriation of Mortal Remains, Home Country 
Coverage automatically included. Also, emergency dental & assistance services are provided by 
Seven Corners. Felonious Assault & Political Evacuation Benefits included.

Key Selling Aspects 1. Seven Corners, Inc. is the leader in travel medical coverage by providing the richest benefits 
for reasonable rates.

2. Liaison Majestic has no restricted states or countries. 
3. Includes a Political Evacuation & Repatriation benefit of up to $50,000.
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See brochure and program summary for full details and most recent updates at www.sevencorners.com/travelers/resources/
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